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FEATURES SPECIFICATION 

 

Announcing the “NEWLY REVISED” 

 

Mustor High Speed Business Mindset 

MASTERCLASS #1 
 

So you get exactly what you want, there are three levels 

available from which to choose from…the Penthouse, the 

Mezzanine, and the Ground Floor.  OF NOTE: Everyone gets 

the Ground Floor level 1/3…which is the Home Discovery 

Kit [HDK].  The higher levels are elective upgrades, as 

they include live events which are ‘much more’ 

valuable…with many saying that the live online events are 

three times more valuable that the home discovery 

program, and the live in-person events three times more 

valuable again [3X].  We’ll explain the reason for this 

and the specific benefits of these live events in a 

minute, but first details of the ascension… 

 

LEVEL 1/3: The Ground Floor 
Home Discovery Kit [HDK] 

 

The Home Discovery Kit [HDK] includes the following six 

big benefits and the very special Triple-Barrelled 

Bonus…and of course, solid steel reinforcing…as you will 

see. 

 

BIG BENEFIT #1:  

 

A valuable set of Mustor High Speed Business Mindset 

keynote level presentations by Founder Nate.  

Specifically, selected extracts of recordings from Both 

from Live Online and Live In-Person events [LOL, LIP].   

 

Section #1: Quick-Start Introduction of the Mustor High 

Speed Business Mindset/System [MIS 1000, 10000].  Details 

at www.mustor.com  In particular: 

• [MIS 1000] The Mustor High Speed Business Mindset: 

o [MIS 1200] Mustor Chunking 
o [MIS 1300] Mustor Highlighting 
o [MIS 1400] Mustor Compliance Checking 
o [MIS 1500] Mustor Laundering 
o [MIS 1900] Mustor Mapping 
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• [MIS 2100] Business Reading & Thinking Strategies: 

o [MIS 2110] Business Reading & Thinking Strategy 
1: The Common Approach 

o [MIS 2120] Business Reading & Thinking Strategy 
2: The Mustor High Speed Business Approach [MIS 

1000, 10000] 

• [MIS 8000] Mustor Business, Government & Defense 

SPEED GOALS 

• [MIS 9000] Mustor High Speed Executive Issue 

Processing 

• [MIS 10000] The Mustor High Speed Business System: 

o [MIS 10100] The Mustor High Speed Compliance 
System 

o [MIS 10200] The Mustor High Speed 
Instruction System 

Section #2: Quick-Start Introduction of the 

Opinion Hopscotch model [#OHS].  A high 

speed contract/regulation 

interrogation/dispute resolution system. 

 

Section #3: Two Operational Deep-Dives:   

• Mustor Chunking For Speed [MIS 1200]   

• Mustor Highlighting For Speed [MIS 

1300]   

Section #4: Operational Deep-Dive: Mustor 

Compliance Checking [MIS 1400]   

 

Section #5: Operational Deep-Dive: Mustor 

Laundering For Speed [MIS 1500]   

 

Instantly available in your Secret 

Resources Vault online.  More details 

below. 

 

BIG BENEFIT #2: Super Profiteering Teams bundles 1 & 2. 

[SPT].  Value: PRICELESS #!*? 

 

“Can we start with the word initiative?” I was once asked 

in an executive workshop.  My response “Sure.  The word 

initiative basically, has two definitions.  The first, is 

the ability to assess things independently.  Synonyms 

here are enterprise, inventiveness, resourcefulness and 

capability.  The second part is the power to act before 

others do. Or take charge first.  Synonyms here would be.  

<start here>

1
As Is Says

[AIS]

3
Overriding 

Opinion
Today
[OOT]

4
Higher 

Overriding
Opinion
Today

[HOOT]

Opinion
Hopscotch

[#OHS]

2a
My 

Opinion 
Today
[MOT]

2b
Their 

Opinion 
Today
[TOT]
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Firstly: advantage, upper hand, edge, lead and trump 

card.  And secondly: first step, first move, first blow, 

opening move and opening gambit.  And thirdly: the 

beginning, start…the commencement.” 

 

WHO? These high speed tactics, tools, templates, triggers 

and tricks are specifically for the 9 Business Supermen 

types [9BS]: 

9BS-1 Rebellious Yet Highly Successful Business Maverick 

9BS-2 High-Level Corporate & Government Executive 

9BS-3 Fast-Moving Fast-Rising Disruptive Entrepreneur 

9BS-4 Defense Department SPEARHEAD or High-Level  

      Executive/Officer 

9BS-5 Lobbying Leader That Benefactors Take Seriously 

9BS-6 Sophisticated Accredited Investor 

9BS-7 Head of a Truly Ambitious Family That Is Destined  

      To Be A Dynasty 

9BS-8 Seasoned Senior-Level Professional 

9BS-9 High-Level Niched Consultant-Guru-Expert- 

      Specialist. 

 

These high speed tactics, tools, 

templates, triggers and tricks are also  

for your enterprising ones in your 

businesses and governments.  In your 

clubs, guilds, associations, charities 

and non-profit organizations. 

 

WHAT? The goal here is to help them 

leverage the things that will keep you 

On Top Forever.  In particular, the ‘opinions of ALL of 

your village’ that help them quickly (and as cheaply as 

possible) get to ‘their own opinion’ on the meaning and 

effect of ‘EACH of the 10 Super Profiteering Words’ 

within their business, government & defense dealings (& 

documents). [#AOV #SPW] 

 

The opinions of your village include: 

1) your grandfathers, father, sons, grandsons - mothers 
and daughters too of course 

2) your school teachers – primary and secondary 
3) your college professors 
4) your family’s pocket dictionary 
5) your family’s pocket thesaurus (the cousins of the 

Super Profiteering Words) 

6) your National dictionary (i.e. Oxford, Collins) 
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7) your specialist legal dictionary (i.e. Oxford, Blacks) 
8) your professional team 
9) your specialist consultants 
10) your speed clubs and mastermind groups. 

The second goal is to then help them quickly get to both 

the ‘stated and actual’ opinions of their counter-

parts…of their ruthless relentless rivals…of the hungry 

wolves @ the door…barbarous barbarians @ the gate. 

 
HOW? The first step in Super Profiteering Team initiative 

is to leverage the following “Free Mustor Manifesto”.  

BUT with a distinct difference. [FMM v SPT].  FMM details 

online at www.mustor.com/free 

 
The Free Mustor Manifesto: The Mustor High Speed Business Mindset & System 

is Free For Everyone For Evermore…even if your goals and dreams are 

diametrically opposed to mine #!*? 

 

With that, wish you well, good hunting,  

Galactic Surfer Nate #!*? 

 

p.s. That is, FREE for everyone in the world…all 7,000,000,000 plus people on 

this big green planet of ours. Free for the Nine Billion Brains on the horizon.  

Free for all the beings in the galaxy actually #!*? 

 

As you can see, the FMM is unconditional.  For all.  The 

Super Profiteering Teams initiative is different, for it 

is not for all.  It is conditional.  It is ONLY for the 

enterprising ones who too want to make this world a 

better place.  A very big difference, right? 

 

There are three, free from us, escalating super bundles 

to choose from. Each building upon itself. 

 

The first Super Bundle includes: 

• a suite of our renowned Special Executive Reports and 

Real Life Case Studies [SER/ECS] including the 

following.   

o The TOP 7 Mega Mistakes That Most Executives 
Unconsciously Make That Will Likely Spell Disaster 

This Year! 

o The 10 Big Business Blunders That Most Big End of 
Town Executives Will Make This Year That Will Have 

‘Huge’ Detrimental Effects 
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o And many more. 

• a set of our now famous Super Fast Meeting Room 

Reminders in High Speed Color & a set of Pocket 

Reminders in High Speed Black & White (5 off plus+, 

each) [SF-MRR, SF-PR] and 

• a special weekly Super Fast Coffee Analysis suite. A 

large postcard a week with a real-life high level 

Executive case study on it (plus+ a couple each thrown 

in for good measure) [SF-CA]. 

• Access to a suite of speed tools and tactics for both, 

your Super Greening Goals and Sustainable Development 

Goals, at the Green Planet Club [GPC]…for free…for 

life.  For details here on over to: 

www.GreenPlanet.Club 

 

Note: The plus+ means not specific, with extra postings 

just in case a couple mysteriously go missing as we all 

know sometimes happens with old-school mail. 

“Why a coffee analysis every week?  What about holidays? 

Why religiously?” I often get asked by Executives who 

have not yet heard my introductory conference keynote.  

And rightfully so.  A few stock standard response 

questions satisfy the lion’s share of these: 

(1) The sun never sets on business, government and defense dealings (& 

documents), right?  And so, the sun never sets on Enterprising Executives. 

And so the sun never sets on the need for your executives to have a High 

Speed Business Mindset/System.  Never ever #!*? Whether your 

executives build their own or use the Mustor Mindset/System [MIS 

1000-10000]…or do both. 

(2) Your ruthless relentless rivals plan their attacks for when you’re 

asleep, right?  When you’re on holidays…when you take days off?  Your 

relaxation… …distraction…is their prime window of opportunity…prime 

exploitation time. Right?  And they surely have a High Speed Business 

Mindset/System…likely the Mustor Mindset/System, right? 

(3) There are always hungry wolves @ the door…always barbarous 

barbarians @ the gate, right?  And you never know when they will strike.  

You only know, that they will, one day.  And likely when you’re NOT paying 

attention.  They spend all-day every day plotting and planning how and 

when to strike, right? 
 

In addition, your executive teams also get a free 30 day 

FULL Test Drive of the High Speed Business Club in High 

Speed Color [HSC] which will convince you, if you’re one 
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of the 9 Business Supermen, to continue on with a 

magnificent ‘10x Discount Cascade’: 90% off > 80% > 70% 

until full throttle @ AUD $997/m). For new members only 

of course.  Value: PRICELESS as you will discover #!*?  

Details following, see the Steel Reinforcing. 

 

The Second Super Bundle builds upon the first bundle with 

‘Speed Wraps’ which help your Executive teams quickly 

leverage the first 10 Super Profiteering Words [SPW].  A 

special set of ‘daily drip fed’ 63+ coffee cup wraps 

[#SpeedWraps].  Of note:  Designed to work with your 

standard office sticky-notes.  Nice hey?  ALSO, your 

Super Greening and Super Profiteering Teams get the suite 

Super Fast Opinion Inquiry Igniters.  Which has three 

escalating rounds of 83 postcards.  Firstly, in the 

original form [As It Says], then with high speed 

highlighting in Black & White, and finally in High Speed 

Color [HSBW/HSC] (3x83 off plus+) [SF-OII].  Price: Yet 

again, free from us.  Direct cost = @$2 each AUD. 

Includes a special suite of ‘priceless’ instructional 

emails and videos.  One set per executive brain. 

 

These Super Bundles are designed 

to ‘dove-tail’ nicely into your 

business, government and defense 

conferences.  Use them as a 

Revolutionary Executive Event 

Booster.  Boosters that will have 

your teams quickly busting through 

the natural speed limit…the 

Impenetrable Glass Ceiling #!*?  

Use them in your executive 

networking events, conference 

icebreakers, meetings, 

brainstorming sessions, workshops, 

webinars, mastermind groups, golf 

days and weekend deep-dive 

retreats.[#rEEb] 

  

For a job begun is a job half 
done, right?  

Super Fast Coffee Analysis
[SF-CA]

For only as long as it takes 
to drink your coffee 
at your favorite café.  

AND NO LONGER #!*?  
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Super 
Profiteering 

Teams
Leverage 
Al l of The

Opinions In 
Their Village

[#SPT]

Grandfather -

Father-S on -

Grandson

S chool

Teachers

Colleg e

Professors

S peci al ist

Legal

Di ctionary

Professi onals

N ationa l

Di ctionary

S peci al ist

Consultants

S peed Clubs/

M astermi nd 

Groups

Super Fast
Super Strong

Super Resilient
Super Safe

Super Advantage
Super Greening

Super Profiteering

Super Profiteering Boardrooms
Leverage All Their  

Super Profiteering Teams
[#SPB]

Fami ly

Pocket

Di ctionary

Fami ly

Pocket

Thesa urus
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The outer-rim stars represent the ‘cousins’ of the Super Profiteering Words 
[SPW] 

  

must

except

pause may

only not

or before

and if

Super 
Profiteering 

Teams
Leverage 
Al l of The

Super Profiteering Words
[#SPW]
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CON
S UB

Average

Very Fast

Fast

Slow

Very  Slow

Average

Fast

Slow

Average

Fast

Slow

Speed

Unaware that they are 

breaking business, 

government and defense 

dealings (& documents) 

into Compliance Checking 

Elements [CCE] and 

laundering as they go .

Have standardized the 

way they break business, 

government and defense 

dealings (& documents) 

into Compliance Checking 

Elements [CCE], and the 

way they launder.

Moving from subconscious to 

conscious thinking, naturally 

increases the speed of your teams.

(Crossing the threshold)

Aware that they are 

breaking business, 

government and defense 

dealings (& documents) 

into Compliance Checking 

Elements [CCE] and 

laundering as they go.

3

4

Majority 
Pareto's  

80% GET 20%
[OW, STS]

Minority 
Pareto's  

20% GET 80%
[SW, FTS]Speed of ruthless 

relentless rivals.

Speed of the hungry 
wolves @ the door,
of the barbarous 
barbarians  @ the gate.

Top 4%

2

Higher Speed

Natur al Speed Limit  - The Impenet rable G lass  Ceiling

Traditi onal Spee d Re adi ng:
1) Scanning for clues, s tr uct ure & f ocal point s
2) G aze widening
(word s/ min @ comprehens ion %)

Speed Zero 

Have Not Read: 

Will Not Read, 

Can Not Read

[#SpeedZERO]

PPPP

Super ProfiteeringIndustry Expected Profits

Special World
SW

Minority 

Pareto's  20% Get 8 0%

30% engaged
with career

J

Ordinary World
O W

Majority 

Pareto's  80% Get 2 0%

70% disengaged
with career

L

Th
e 

Th
re

sh
ol

d

(Jo seph Cam pbell)

Hero s Journey
 Cross ing The Threshold 

Conscious
thinking

Subconscious
thinking

CAUSE
&

EFFECT

From Kaos To Kontrol
#KTK

KontrolledKaotic

From Slow To Fast Fast To Success
FTS

Slow To Success
STS

High Skill TasksLow Skill Tasks

From Poor To Rich Get RicherGet Poorer

From Slave To Master Master of your workSlave to your work

2
n

d  T
h

re
sh

o
ld

3rd Threshold

From Delusion To Reality Super GreeningGreening Delusions

From Delusion To Reality Super Executive TeamsRun-Of-Mill, 
Cookie-Cut Executives

1st Threshold

1
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The Hero’s Journey – Crossing The Threshold 
 

STANDARDIZED FRAMEWORK: “The Hero’s Journey” is a popular 

story structure which was derived from Joseph Campbell's 

Monomyth from his 1949 book “The Hero With A Thousand 

Faces” by Christopher Vogler, in his renowned 1985 Memo  

“Twelve Stage Hero's Journey”. 

 

The twelve stages of the memo are  

(and the discussion benchmark for the HJI calls):  

1. The “Ordinary World” 

2. The Call to Adventure 

3. Refusal of the Call 

4. Meeting with Mentors 

5. Crossing the Threshold to the "Special World" 

6. Tests, Allies and Enemies 

7. Approach to the Innermost Cave (dragon’s den) 

8. The Ordeal 

9. The Reward (seizing the treasure) 

10. The Road Back (to the ordinary world) 

11. The Resurrection 

12. Return with the Elixir (boon). 

 

While you will find many great diagrams summarizing these 

stages out in the world in your travels, here is how I 

have standardized it for these live group coaching calls. 

  

1
Ordinary
world 2

Call to adventure

3 Refusal of the call

5
Crossing the 
threshold

6
Tests, 
allies, enemies

7
Approach the

Innermost 
cave

10
The road 

back

9
The reward

8
The ordeal

11
Resurrection

12
Return with 

the elixir

Special world

Ordinary world

4 Meeting 
with mentors

Hero s Journey Insights [HJI]
The High Speed Business Club
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BIG BENEFIT #3:  

 

Instant access to the SECRET RESOURCE VAULT ONLINE [SRV].  

A very special Member Resource Site & Directory that is 

full of Mustor High Speed Business Mindset Special 

Executive Reports, Case Studies and Briefings [SER, ECS, 

SEB].  Format: High-Speed/Low-Resolution for fast online 

viewing and downloading.  For Hi-Resolution, see the BIG 

BOX below. 

 

Available anytime 24/7 for a year.  Includes a Fast Start 

JETPACK [FS-JP] and Shareable/Useable Presentation Slides 

(Powerpoint).  As well as access to The Executive 

Library: A special Article/Video Repository specifically 

for Enterprising Executives [TEL]. 

 

BIG BENEFIT #4:  

 

The Mustor High Speed Business BLUEPRINTS BIG BOX #1: 

Chock full of goodies that will get you going FAST. First 

Class Delivery by your trusty old-school mailman…right to 

your door.  So as to make the most of bulk 

printing/posting discounts, the big boxes are packed & 

posted during the first week of each corporate quarter. 

[MHSB-BPBB]. 

 

Format: High-Clarity/High-Resolution DVDs that work with 

the High-Speed/Low-Resolution version comes with your 

online Special Resources Vault that is designed for fast 

online viewing and downloading. 

 

Also included is a printed and bound collection of the 

most popular Mustor High Speed Business Mindset/System 

standards [MIS].  With additional online access these 

standards forever at www.mustor.com 

 

Includes among many other things, a collection of our 

most popular Special Executive Reports [SER] and Real-

Life Executive-Level Case Studies [ECS] which reference 

the: 

• [KIS] Key Industry Sectors  

• [KEI] Key Executive Issues 

• [KED] Key Executive Documents and 

• [KII] Key Industry Influencers. 
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Includes a Mega-Map Document Wallet…'cause a picture 

paints a 1000 words right? [MMW]. 

 

 
 

And if you’re lucky, Ruffnut and Tuffnut, our Speed Lab 
heavy-lifting ‘pack and post’ Hobbits, will throw in a 

myriad of Legal-Cheat-Sheets [LCS].   Knowing how 

cheeky these guys are, you’re like to be lucky#!*?  

Value: PRICELESS. 

 

BIG BENEFIT #5:  

 

The Executive QUICK START Electronic Mail Series with 

hotlinks on where to go…and why. (52 week staged 

sequence) [EQS]. 

 

BIG BENEFIT #6:  

 

The Once Infamous, Now Renowned,  

“CORPORATE LSD” CD Set.   

 

CD #1 is a data CD that is chock-full of 

Real-Life Executive-Level Case Studies that 

you can Legally Swipe & Deploy [LSD].  An 

experience that will ‘expand your mind’ for 

sure…expand your gaze so as to spot Super 

Profiteering Opportunities [SPOs].   

 

Be careful though, as the LSD is addictive…very 

addictive.  “Corporate Cocaine” as reported by some 

Executives.  
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Some in high speed black and white highlighting, and some 

with High Speed Color highlighting [MIS 1300].  In 

Microsoft Word/PowerPoint format). 

 

CD #2 is an audio CD that is packed-full of Real-Life 

Executive-Level Case Studies. 

 

And again, as Ruffnut and Tuffnut are involved, you’re likely 
to be lucky, and get a couple extra CDs in the mail. 

 

 
LEVEL 2/3 

The Mezzanine 
Live Online Sessions 

[LOL] 

 

Live Online Sessions [LOL] are an optional upgrade from 

the Home Discovery Kit [HDK].  Specifically, these are 

live online Question & Answer sessions. 

 

Four FULL HOUR PLUS sessions.  One per day.   

 

For public workshops, the Host Time Zone [HTZ] will 

rotate each day in the direction of the rising sun.  

First Asia, then Europe, then western Europe/eastern 

America, and finally America.  This way the timing is 

fair for all.  Such is global business, hey? 

 

Offered twice a year.  The first, early in the year…in 

line with one’s New Year’s Resolutions. The second, mid-

year before your northern hemisphere summer holidays.  

Timed to align with the Speed Club’s flagship events 

(March/November). 

 

These events are raw…not edited or refined, which means 

you can see the high speed tactics, triggers and tricks 

in REAL TIME…as they really are…FAST [>>]   

 

Similar to the higher-level in-person events, the online 

ones include both Private Blacked-Out Sessions [PBOS] and 

sessions which are recorded.   

 

Shareable recordings are then sliced-and-diced and 

uploaded into your Vault…so that you and kindred-

executives can leverage each other’s discoveries.  
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Available anytime in your Vault 24/7 for the duration of 

the program.  We do this because we all know that most 

people remember very little when discovering new 

info…even the high flyers.  This is no secret…not 

uncommon…known by many-an-exec.  Reality is, that most 

people forget the majority of what they learn within but 

a day or two, right?  And so, as the executives who join 

us are really quite serious…the 9 Biz Superman types, 

then having solid support and reinforcement tools after 

the foundational discovery days is a must.  Agree?  Of 

course you do.  Probably wouldn’t be here otherwise.  

Another advantage is that Enterprising Executives know of 

the tremendous value that comes with hearing about the 

discovery journey that other executives have gone on…are 

going on…like-minded executives that is.  Birds of a 

feather and all. 

 

BE QUICK - LIMITED SEATING: First 30 Special Bonus for 

each of the two annual offerings.   

 

A months’ notice usually given.   

 

Of note, the Live Online [LOL] upgrade is the second best 

option as it does not include the live in-person events, 

but does include the Home Discovery Kit [HDK] which is 

the third best option. 

 

LEVEL 3/3 

The Penthouse 
Live In-Person Edition 

[LIP] 

 

The Live In-Person [LIP] event is raw too, not edited or 

refined, which means your executives get to see the high 

speed tactics, triggers and tricks in REAL TIME.  This 

way, your executives know exactly how much time they’re 

going to save.  They literally get to ‘feel it’…as it 

really is.  Fast…as you will discover.  

 

TWO FULL DAYS…very full days that is…so be prepared.   

 

This edition includes both Private Blacked-Out Sessions 

[PBOS]; and sessions which are recorded.  After that, 

selected shareable recordings are then sliced-and-diced 

and uploaded into the Club’s Vault and musings. 
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THINGS TO BRING: After 25+ years of doing this (16 years 

around the world), we have found that Executives 

transform faster when they bring:  

• their family’s pocket dictionary and thesaurus (ones 

that can be highlighted and dog-eared) 

• either their national dictionary or their specialist 

legal dictionary (ie Oxford Legal Dictionary or 

Black’s Law Dictionary. 

• one or two of their pocket language translation 

dictionaries…countries where they have business 

dealings with. 

• a classic old-school pencil and/or a classic set of 

highlighter pens (red, green, blue, orange, purple – 

the colors are very important). 

 

Sure, they could use modern internet services on their 

phone, but we have discovered that the tactile effect of 

an old-school pocket dictionary works best.  Also the 

‘physical volume’ helps them realize the relativity of 

our special Super Profiteering Words and the rest of the 

dictionary.  That is, 10 Super Profiteering Words from a 

30,000 listing pocket dictionary.  That’s 0.03%.  Truly 

Influential Few vs the Mainly Menial Many [TIF v MMM].   

 

The Live In-Person event [LIP] is an optional upgrade 

from the Home Discovery Kit [HDK] and includes the 

private Live Online Sessions [LOL].   

 

Special Benefits From Live Events 
 

INSTANT TAILORING/INVESTMENT: Due to the way our live 

events are designed [LOL, LIP], they can be instantly 

tailored on-the-spot.  Below is a couple of the Green 

Planet Languages of the world that we can work with 

[GPL].  Green Planet Languages being the ones that ensure 

we keep this planet of ours green and clean. 

[GPL-ENG] English (benchmark) 

[GPL-ARA] Arabic  

[GPL-CHI] Chinese 

[GPL-FRE] French  

[GPL-GER] German  

[GPL-GRE] Greek 

[GPL-HIN] Hindi 

[GPL-ITA] Italian  

[GPL-JAP] Japanese 
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[GPL-LAT] Latin 

[GPL-POR] Portuguese  

[GPL-RUS] Russian 

[GPL-SPA] Spanish  

[GPL-ZUL] Zulu 

 

You actually have a choice of everyone one  

from A to Z.  From Arabic to Zulu. 

 

 

Privileges With ‘Private’ Events 

 
With private Live Online & In-Person events, you get 

choose the Host Time zones [HTZ].  These are for serious 

Speed Club members only.  Details once you’ve settled in 

and on your way…and kicking goals…picking the low hanging 

fruit. 

 

Usually timed mid-year.  Which is in between the Speed 

Club’s flagship events (March/November).   

 

Here you have a choice.  Either, you can send your team 

to where Founder Nate is in the world, or he can come to 

you.  Basically, either a Home Game [HG] or an Away Game 

[AG].  With there being pros and cons for each.  For both 

you and Founder Nate. 

 

With away games, your team will typically have to fly to 

the other side of the world, and then get to the remote 

small palm tree beach town that Founder Nate lives 

in…which is on the long Australian coastline.  They then 

will have to recover from their jet lag, so as to ensure 

that their brains are in optimal condition to receive the 

super profit secret shortcuts that Nate shares.  Which, 

as you can imagine, has a cost both in time 

and money.  But still very worthwhile when 

you the Return On Investment [ROI] is taken 

into account.  Alternatively, Nate will 

have to get to where your team is…in a way 

that ensures that his brain is in optimal 

condition to share the just mentioned super 

profit secret shortcuts.  Which, as you can 

imagine, has a cost.  Details upon serious 

application as you can also imagine.  
 

The Classic Away Game Bus? 
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THE AMAZING TRIPLE-BARRELED BONUS 
 

BONUS #1: Valued at over $1997.00. 
 

BONUS #1.1: Five Executive-Suite Secret Shortcuts  

[SPECIAL EXECUTIVE REPORT & SEMINAR RECORDINGS] 

Valued at $597.00   [5ES-SS] 

 

The raw no-holds-barred street-smart live-seminar-online recordings that walk you through five 

of the super profit shortcuts that the most successful Executives over time have secretly used. 

Revealings also include: 

1) How to re-design your business life based on YOUR RULES TODAY – no matter what your 

industry tries to “dictate”. 

2) How to get your Boards and Key Investors to choose you vs. your competition…every time. 

3) The ‘automatic response systems’ you can easily place into your life so you’re assured of a 

endless stream of bountiful opportunities flowing your way.  Thus creating a solid fortress 

around your castle…around your career…around your future.  And that of your family’s. 

4) How to hold everyone from your boiler-room to your boardroom MORE accountable – no 

more endless meetings with time wasting fools…where you end up leaving not knowing what 

really just happened nor what is to be done next. 

5) The 10 Big Biz-Breakthroughs at the BIG-END-OF-TOWN…where the stakes are high and 

one’s rivals are ruthless and relentless…and forever planning their merciless attacks.  Attacks 

that are inevitable, right?  NOT IF BUT WHEN, right? 

 

LAST MINUTE ADD-INS: (1) How To Leverage The Success Strategies Revealed By Three of 

The Top “Think & Grow Rich” Superstar Legends.  (2) How To Instantly [2X] DOUBLE YOUR 

SPEED When It Comes To Destroying ‘SUPPOSEDLY Bullet-Proof Boiler-Plate’ Corporate 

Contracts -  Applicable to any and all of the 45 Key Industry Sectors [KIS].  (3) 13 Must Have 

CEO Secrets Shortcuts. 

 

 

BONUS #1.2: Three Boardroom Liberation Blueprints 

Valued at $1497.00   [3BLB] 

 

One of the unexpected horrors ‘for most’, when rising to executive-levels, is having their corner 

office and boardroom become a ‘self-made’ prison cell.  Feeling this too…or fearing it?  Many 

ill-prepared high-flyers inevitably come to be shackled to their office desk.  Want to avoid or be-

set-free from this ‘gawd-awful’ imprisonment?  If so, then the liberation blueprints are just what 

you’ve been looking for.  An escape plan so to speak.  One that will release you from the shackles 

of the legalese-laden business, government and defense documents piling up on your desk.  

Released from the hand-cuffs that run-of-the-mill executives and businessmen unnecessarily 

wear.  Other words such as discharge, deliverance, salvation, rescue, relief, extrication, setting 

free, could equally be used here. 

 

With these special boardroom-blueprints, you won’t have to put in the hard work ‘reinventing the 

wheel’ anymore.  For the heavy-lifting, the grunt-work, has been well taken care of.  Just model 

the speed tactics that have already been tested and proven, and then simply move them into your 

businesses…all of them.  When and where it best suits you…best serves you…on your terms. 

 

And do you know what the best part of these liberation blueprints is?  You get them for free.    
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BONUS #2: A Super Surprise Pack this year from Galactic 

Surfer Nate #!*?  VALUE: Priceless to the right Executive 

Team…worthless to the rest…the majority who pretty-much-

do-nothing-anyway.  Includes:  

• For the Enterprising Executives in your life…in your 

organization.  The ones that ensure you will stay ^> On 

Top Forever: The A-TEAM Speedster Toolkit.  Which also 

includes a free 30 day Test Drive of the High Speed 

Business Club.  [AT-TK, SSP1] 

• The SONS OF ZEUS BLUEPRINTS. For your sons 

and grandsons (and daughters too of 

course)…so as to ensure that they are 

battle-ready when hungry wolves come a 

knocking @ their door…ready when their 

ruthless relentless rivals approach their 

gates [SZB, SSP2] 

• Lucky Dip Gift Pack for you and your Operational Team 

of Specialty Executives.  It could be speed tools for 

your Governance, Risk, Compliance, Quality, Safety or 

Environmental Protection Executives and Managers. Your 

gifts are governed by “Lady Luck”. [LDGP-OTSE, SSP3] 

 

BONUS #3: A Special Interest Pack this year which 

includes:  

• A special Cryptocurrency Combo Pack.  Which includes 

special reports on: The New York BitLicense (NYSDFS), 

and Anti-Money Laundering Regulations and their recent 

Digital Currency amendments. Value: Priceless [CCP-SER, 

SIP1] 
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• The DOJ CCP DNA Super Bundle – The U.S. 

Department of Justice “Corporate Compliance 

Programs.  With a FSGO/ITAR Compliance Program 

bonus pack slipped in…as they’re really quite 

influenceable too. [DOJ-CCP-DNA, FSGO-DNA, 

SIP2] 

• SDG DNA Super Bundle FOR FREE – A powerful collection 

of Executive Level speed tools and case studies that 

greatly assist organizations in achieving the United 

Nations Sustainable Development Goals. Value: 

Priceless.  [SDG-DNA, SIP3] 

 

 
 

 

• A grand set of Old School BOARDROOM BATTLEPLAN 

BRIEFINGS.  Especially for ‘Board of Directors’.  And 

those who will be there soon.  Delivered to your door 

by your trusty old-school mailman.  Spaced out over the 

program. [BBB, SIP4] 

 

 

 

Steel reinforced…as you would expect! 
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|##|   Steel Reinforcing  |##| 
 

The Mustor High speed Business Mindset Masterclass #1 is 

soundly supported by all the benefits of The High Speed 

Business [>>] Club. 

 

Here’s a quick highlight list - not comprehensive of 

course…due to space limitations here…you get much more as 

you likely already know: 

[5X2X90X] 5X-2X-90X FAST START BOOTCAMP 

[BSI] Business Superman Interviews 

[IIE] Instant Income Explosion Guides (Parts 1, 2 & 3) 

[OTF] The ^> On Top Forever Letters (monthly) 

[SSE] 
$$$$$$$$ Squillion Dollar Money Making Secret Sealed Envelopes 

in HSBW/HSC HIGHLIGHTING (alternating) 

[BIQ] The Infamous QUICK & DIRTY "Big Fish Business IQ Test" 

[80-20HS] 
The Pareto Super-Profits 80:20 Productivity Rule Hot-Sheet 

Suite 

[KHSP] “Keyhole Sneak Peaks" 

[TRF-G1] TWO (2X) “Turtle Rescue Foundation Grant” - LEVEL 1/4  

[GRP] The Out-Of-This-World GALACTIC REWARDS PROGRAM 

[MTB-1] 
“The Magic Of Thinking Big" Superfast-Implementation Bundle 

Part 1 of 2 

[NPP-CG-IG] 
THE DYNAMITE Nobel Peace Prize Fortune 500 Corporate Governance 

Insider's Guide 

[LDSO] 
The Arnold Palmer Tiger Woods Longest Drive Shoot-Out SUPER 

BUNDLE  

[SPN-1] 
The Billionaire's Secret Weapon: Their Second Paper Napkin 

SUPER BUNDLE LEVEL 1 

[AOW-BP-1] 
The TIME-TESTED Ancient Chinese Art of War (孫子兵法) Business 

Battle Plan (Part 1 of 2) 

[GTD] Goldilocks Tax Day  

[RMM-1] The Rain Maker Masterclass (Part 1 of 2) 

 

 

Of special note, Speed Club membership includes a Special 
Report extract from the Mastermind Group Plus program titled “If You 

Truly Want To Think And Grow STAY Rich You Will Do This” which 

details how to find the right advice and the right people to 

emulate, then how to distil and proceduralize their foundational 

success mindset, strategies, tactics, tools and systems for 

yourself.  This is of course a step-up from the famous Napoleon Hill 

book “Think and Grow Rich” which was inspired by the $300 Billion 

Andrew Carnegie and his Super entrepreneurial mates – Henry Ford, 

Thomas Edison and Harvey Firestone.  Should you be too busy at the 

moment to undertake such a huge ‘distillation and proceduralization’ 

project, you could in the meantime, use the Mustor High Speed 

Business Mindset and System Standards [MIS 1000 to 10000] which are 

free.  ALTERNATIVELY: There is no reason why you can’t do both – who 

said you can’t have your cake and eat it too? 
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Last Minute Addition, as they have been received so well 

by our more successful Speed [>>] Club members: Instant 

Access to a Special Suite of Selected Extracts from the 

renowned "Executive DRIVE TIME" videos (Live Caught, 

Unrehearsed, Unedited) - A Collection of Super Profit 

Paradigm Shifters…instant mind-shifts that will explode 

your Super Profiteering Opportunities [SPOs] in a blink 

of an eye [EDT, LMA]. 

 

All this comes part of the Home Discovery Kit [HDK], but 

as detailed before, the higher levels include live 

events, which many an executive report are three times 

more valuable [3X]. 

 

Options today for those who know that ‘the truth sets one free’ 
 

REALITY CHECK BEFORE WE CONTINUE: To those who don't have 

the ability to see that super profit secret shortcuts 

will return much…much…much more than they put in, any 

investment in gaining them will be prohibitive.  Right? 

 

To the rare savvy few, the 9 Biz-Supermen types, it is 

DEFINITELY PRICELESS considering the high-stakes winner-

takes-all games you play.  Need I say more?  No I don't 

think I do?  You either get it or not - there are no 

shades of gray here!  And in the end, any investment 

upfront to gain any super profit secret shortcuts will be 

relatively minimal…and barely worth mentioning.  Right? 

 

The BEST OPTION as you no doubt have worked out, is the 

Penthouse…which is the Live In-Person edition…which is 

reported by many to be three times more valuable than the 

online sessions…because of the high level of personal 

interactivity…and group interactivity.  Enterprising 

Executives leveraging each other…saving valuable time… 

blood sweat and tears #!*?  For the right executive, 

totalling in at only $5997 for the Classic Edition in 

black and white.  The GOLD Edition is in High Speed Color 

[HSC], and is much faster as you will find out and 

reportedly twice as valuable as the black and white 

edition, is totalling in at only $6997. (HDK + $2K 

upgrade)  (AUD, excluding tax of course, with next year’s 

investment ballooning-up in accordance with currency 

pumping/inflation rates…as you would expect).  Minimum of 

14 Executives as each is assigned a Super Profiteering 

Word [SPW] to be responsible for.  Suggested maximum is 
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63…which aligns up with the fifth tranche of Super 

Profiteering Words [SPW]. 

 

Event Location Options: Choice of Home Game or Away Game.  

See previous details.  Further details upon application.  

BUT as you have probably worked out by now, live in-

person events are rare as Founder Nate is really quite 

busy these days…specifically with higher level 

projects…programs…adventures…crusades…quests…escapades. 

And dare I say it, shenanigans #!*?   

 

THE SECOND-BEST OPTION is the Mezzanine…which is the Live 

Online [LOL] upgrade from the Home Discovery Kit [HDK].  

Today, totalling in at only $4997 for the Classic Edition 

in black and white.  The GOLD Edition is in High Speed 

Color [HSC], which is much faster and reportedly twice as 

valuable as the black and white edition, and is totalling 

in at only $5997.  (HDK + $1K upgrade).  Remember, first 

30 only.  So as to ensure that everyone gets their 

pressing questions answered.  Has to be this way, right? 

 

[>>] THE BEST/QUICK-START OPTION is ‘the Ground 
Floor with the option to escalate’.  Ground floor being 

the Home Discovery Kit [HDK].  Only $3997 for the Classic 

Edition in black and white.  The GOLD Edition is in High 

Speed Color [HSC], which is much faster and twice as 

valuable as the black and white edition by most reports, 

and is only $4997…with the online content instantly 

available…available 24/7…any time you want/need it…for 

twelve months.  And the good news is that it comes with 

an ‘upgrade to a live event’ option towards the end of 

the program…either up to the Live Online edition or to 

the highest level, the Live In-Person edition [HDK > LOL 

> LIP].  Escalating reinforces your discoveries.  You 

could also reinforce them by including your trusted 

Executive Teams (or sending them in exchange).  Or your 

inner circle of trusted family and friends if you’re from 

a family that’s destined to be a dynasty.  So with the 

Home Discovery Kit [HDK], you get the best of both 

worlds…instant access and access to live events after.  

Basically, you get to have your cake and eat it too…as 

they say.   
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You will be glad to know that 
you are 100% free of any  risk 

For all this comes with a magnificent  

Triple Guarantee! 
 

By now I’m sure you realize that this stuff really 

works…and works well…but I want to go one step further 

and make giving it a go 100% RISK FREE. 

 

Here’s how… 

 

You are completely free of any risk because I'm willing 

to put my-money-where-my-mouth-is to ensure it…with this 

very special 3 step guarantee suite: 

 

  The First being the ‘100% Satisfaction Guarantee’, 

where if you are not completely satisfied that you have a 

Bigger Future…Greater Freedoms…More Choices…Believe That 

You Can Now Create Something Much Larger Than 

Yourself…and that You Now Have The Tools That Will Ensure 

You Leave A Legacy Worth Leaving…then you will have your 

full investment instantly refunded, no questions asked.  

NOT ONE…NADA…NIL…ZIP. 

 

  Sign in…listen in to it all…ask any questions you want, 

use what you pick up…anyway you want.  In any industry or 

country you wish.  Use it on any executive issue of 

concern.  The world is truly your oyster.  And if by 

chance, if you aren’t convinced…100% convinced that my 

shared secret shortcuts…high speed business turbo 

boosters…speed tools, tactics and tricks are everything 

I’ve promised…if you aren’t convinced within a full moon 

cycle, then you can opt out of the super profit program 

anytime…and…I’ll not only reimburse you your entire 

investment so far, but you can keep ALL the audio CD’s, 

DVD’s, transcripts and action point summaries.  

Everything.  You don’t even need to send it back – that’s 

how sure I am you’ll profit big time from this special 

super profiteering program. 
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  You can choose to optout of the super profit program 

anytime until then, simply by clicking a NO-QUESTIONS-

ASKED SINGLE-BUTTON inside the secure member’s vault.  

And the pre-agreed auto charge card billing will 

immediately cease…exactly as you would expect.  And you 

still don’t need to send anything back. No need to hassle 

yourself about finding the original packaging…no need to 

hassle yourself about ensuring it is the packaging is 

presentable for resale.  No…nup…none of that.  Don’t you 

just hate it when other companies impose these ridiculous 

return requirements on you?  Such a time waster don’t you 

think?  Not really in the spirit of the game right…not 

really fair play?  But that’s not us.  Nowhere near it 

actually.  We are exactly the opposite…for we can be…for 

that’s the way we designed it to begin with…100% risk 

free for you.  It’s how I operate…have done so from the 

beginning…and I see no reason to change now: no risk for 

you…seems pretty fair right? (FYI: There is no risk for 

me either, for we know for sure that this stuff works…and 

works well.  And we have made sure we knew for sure) 

 

  Time I let you in on a little secret.  You see, my 

strong hunch is you won’t even consider missing any of 

this once you get a taste of the good life…a taste of 

what you’ll uncover and discover by being part of this 

rare, special high speed [>>] program.   

 

And it makes no difference where you’re at in your 

business or career…   

 

#1/2 If for example, you are already up and 

going…already well-established within your industry, 

then these high speed tactics, tools, templates, 

triggers and tricks will give you the biz-ammunition 

you’ve been looking for to ensure you stay On Top 

Forever.  The awesome power of the Mustor High Speed 

Business Mindset & System [MIS 1000, 10000] will be a 

major part of this for sure.  Incidentally, it will 

likely boost your cash flow exponentially as well. 

 

OR 

 

#2/2 Alternatively, if you’re starting in a new 

industry…from ground zero…without an insider’s 

success plan on where to really put your best 

efforts…what you pick up here will make sure you 

quickly start kicking-goals…and that you don’t make 
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costly mistakes that spell disaster.  Remember the 

new biz venture failure rates most government 

departments report: 50% within 5 years…and rising to 

70% within the next two. Harsh reality…but real, 

right? 

 

FYI: This guarantee stands even if you’re at the 99% 

happy mark and can’t yet see how you will quickly get the 

last 1% like others have.  For, my goal is that you are 

100% happy…and that is firmly within your grasp I tell 

you…seen it before…many a time.   

 

Actually, now that I think of it a bit more, I am so sure 

that you will benefit big time, I am willing to double my 

decades long ‘standard’ guarantee of a full moon cycle…30 

days that is…to a whopping 60 days…a double moon cycle.  

That’s a 2X guarantee.  

 

  The Second Guarantee is ‘The 100% Satisfaction’ 

extends… 

 

“Right To The Top”. 

 

With this one, the Satisfaction Guarantee extends  

“Right To The Top”.  Which is, that my 100% Satisfaction 

Guarantee is not only for you, but also valid for the 

Judges of the International Court of Justice (ICJ); for 

Fortune 500 Board Members, CEOs, CFOs and their 

supporting High Flying Executive Teams; for the Forbes 

400; for Wall St Bankers, Brokers & Hedge Fund Managers; 

for crypto-currency creators, code-cutters, 

regulators and patent attorneys; for Top 

Tier Accounting, Consulting and Law Firms… 

…including Magic-Circle Lawyers and White-

Shoe Consultants; for NASA Safety Engineers, 

the clean-up committees of the Exxon Valdez 

oil spill and the Fukushima nuclear 

disaster; and even for USGA Golf and for F1 

Racing Umpires.” 

 

 

  The Third guarantee is the… 

 

‘Success Guarantee’ 

 

…which is… 

 

 All the way
to the top 
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The Double Your Money Success Guarantee 

 

GUARANTEED! 

 

That’s $1 In  

and $2 Out.  

 

That’s a 200% ROI! 

 

Not bad hey? 

Especially when you consider today’s meager 

alternatives. 

 

I’m so confident about the high speed business tactics, 

tools, templates, triggers and tricks I will be sharing 

with you…and the impact they will have on your life and 

that of your family’s…and all of your businesses, that I 

am literally “putting-my-money-where-my-mouth-is”. 

 

Here's how it works: 

 

Participate in all the super profiteering activities 

fully engaged, and ready to create dramatic change in 

your life… 

 

…attend the live events you’ve signed up for with the 

commitment to transform yourself, your family and all 

of your businesses; participate wholly in all of the 

industry case studies and exercises, and the Double-

Your-Money-Success- Guarantee kicks in. 

 

I will give you twelve moon cycles, 12 months that is, 

after the program to earnestly implement but twelve of 

the high speed business tactics, tools, templates, 

triggers and tricks you discovered whilst being involved 

in this super profiteering program.  All that is needed, 

is that you truly and sincerely implement…properly that 

is.  It doesn’t matter which ones.  Fair, right? 

 

If you simply implement, I personally GUARANTEE that in 

the successive 12 months, you will see at least a 2X ROI.  

That’s 200% per annum…hell-of-a-lot better than the 

poultry rates the banks and managed funds offer you 

right? 
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There are scores of proven speed tactics and tools to 

choose from, and simply scratching the surface will 

create a profound positive effect on your life…your 

family’s potential and your businesses’. The 

possibilities for you and your family are truly endless 

when you realize how quickly and easily you can create 

new avenues for opportunity and profit comets. 

 

Now, if for any reason whatsoever your return on 

investment for high speed business tactics, tools, 

templates, triggers and tricks is but 199% mark towards 

the end of the program and not yet at the 200% mark, and 

you can’t see how you are going to quickly get the 

remaining 1% then simply show me evidence of your 

efforts…your earnest implementation (proof that you truly 

did implement them in good faith…it’s only fair 

right?)…and I’ll refund you DOUBLE the amount you 

invested to join this special group.  For, my goal is 

that you are 100% happy…and that is firmly within your 

grasp I tell you…seen it before…many a time.   

 

I am so confident that this program will be one of the 

most, if not the most, valuable investments you’ll ever 

make in yourself, your family and your businesses that I 

am NOT ONLY removing ALL of the risk for you BUT going 

the extra mile as well.  I do this by literally “putting-

my-money-where-my-mouth-is”.   

 

You see, I know the true value of the ‘right’ 

mindshift…the right paradigm shift…to thinking like a 

business superman…like the 9 Biz Superman types.  And I 

know that in its essence, that’s what I deliver. 

 

Although… 

…like many executives before you, in previous super 

profiteering programs I’ve led… 

…it is very unlikely indeed that you won’t 

double your money… 

 

…it must be nice though, to know that you are 

protected by the guarantee anyway.  This should put 

your mind at rest and create a feeling of 

trustworthiness. Right? 

 

SIDE NOTE: Now you’ve gotta agree that these guarantees are worth talking about with your friends and 
colleagues, especially as very few, if any at all, Executive Level business coaches, consultants or the like are 
prepared to make you (or stand behind) such an offer. 
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How good would it be to have a Mastermind PLUS 

group…all of your own?  One that has high speed 

business tactics, tools, templates, triggers and 

tricks ON HAND…ON SPEED DIAL so to speak.  Real money-

making-machines at your fingertips…AT YOUR DISPOSAL 

#!*?  Amazing, right?  You bet! 

 

Well, you can! 
You can have all these things you want!  
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The Good News 
 

Now, we all know that the early-bird 

catches the worm right? 

 

Well, the good news for you today is that with your 

Mustor High Speed Business Masterclass #1, the Early 

Birder Executives also get their own panel of super 

profiteering buttons…for free.  Orange ones at that.  

Buttons that they can bash on anytime they 

want…anytime they want a truck-load of extra cash 

flowing in.  One of these 

buttons being for a 

“Mastermind PLUS” group of 

their own. FOR FREE.  But 

more about that in a sec,  

first let’s find out if  

you’re a good fit for such a 

special group.   

 

You’re a good fit here if… 
 

If you are one of the following, then you are 

definitely in the right place today… 

#1/2  

IF for example, you already have a well-

established, well-oiled Mastermind Machine 

humming away nicely in the background… 

…THEN the addition of another 9 savvy, 

laser-focused executives…who 

relentlessly focus on high speed 

business tactics, tools, templates, 

triggers and tricks…plus me, Galactic 

Surfer Nate, the Executive-Suite Super 

Profiteering Engineer… 

…WILL GIVE YOU an additional belt of 

biz-ammunition that’ll ensure you 

stay On Top Forever ^>   

 

Similarly, if you have a great inner circle 

of trusted family and friends, and you would 

like to add a special group of no-nonsense-

ninjas to it, then you’re also in the right 

place. 

 The early-bird 
catches the 
worm, right   

 Oops. I pushed the big 
orange super profit button 
again.  

Is that a good thing to do ? 

Should I do it again ?  
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OR 

 

#2/2  

Alternatively..IF you’re starting in a new place 

or new industry…from ground zero so to 

speak…without an established mastermind group of 

your own to draw upon…or if you don’t currently 

have a “full” Mastermind Group… 

…THEN rounding up a posse of 9 extra super 

savvy executives, as just described…plus me, 

Galactic Surfer Nate… 

…WILL MAKE SURE you quickly start 

kicking-goals…and that you don’t make 

costly mistakes that spell disaster.  

Remember the new biz venture failure 

rates most government departments 

report: 50% within 5 years…and rising to 

70% within the next two. Harsh 

reality…but real, right?  But that won’t 

be you right?  No way #!*? 

 

You can see that those who get in will be part of 

a super-special and rare group, right? 

 

And now, the incredible bonus…for free 
...but only if… 

 

And now, an incredible bonus for fast moving 

executives that gives you the secret success/speed 

weapon that catapulted both Andrew 

Carnegie and Henry Ford into 

outer-space…from ballistic to 

galactic.  And it’s especially for 

the ones who get up early to catch 

the worms. 

 

But before we get into the Early 

Birder Executive bonuses [EBE], a breakout note.  A 

seriousness one at that! 

“The Early Bird
gets the worm right ? 
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BREAKOUT NOTE 
“The Four Big Truths” 

 

The Early Birder Executive bonuses are specifically 

for FORTUNE 500 Executive types who truly want to be 

super profiteers in short order. 

 

Now, of note, what you will find is that the Early 

Birder Executive bonuses are of much greater value to 

you than most of the ‘PRESET ONE SIZE FITS ALL’ 

programs you get from the cookie-cut run-of-the-mill 

slow-to-success middle-management programs out there 

in the market place…BECAUSE it’s subject matter is 

based on THE BIG FOUR TRUTHS: 

 

(1) your stated true wants and needs… 

 

(2) the true wants and needs of BOTH your 

counter-parts: (1) Upstream clients & regulators. 

And (2) downstream  suppliers & contractors… 

 

(3) your diagnosed hidden/latent true wants 

and needs - uncovered ‘on the spot’ during 

the live events with the x-ray vision super 

powers I have gained as a result of some 

twenty five plus years of eye-on-the-ball 

observation and notation… 

 

AND MOST IMPORTANTLY  

 

(4) the true needs and wants of your 

competitors - for there is no better 

teacher than your ruthless, relentless 

rivals, right?  Not even me – how humble 

is that? Hee hee. 

 

 
And now as promised,  

the Early Birder Executive Bonuses 

…see over the page…>  
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- The Early Birder Executive Bonuses – 
The Fast Implementation Tools For Enterprising Executives Accustomed  

To Getting Up Early To Catch The Super Profit Worms. 
 

There are the following five levels of the Early 

Birder Bonus…each escalating in value and benefits. 

 

Early Birder Executive Level 5/5 
FOR EVERYONE 

 

“The FORTUNE 500 Executive Team True Wants and Needs 

Survey Suite” takes care of the first three of the big 

four truths early on in the program; and also provides 

a firm foundation for laser focused thinking, and real 

life industry based case study selection during the 

live events…which in turn provides a firm basis for 

diagnosis of the final big truth - your hidden/latent 

true wants and needs - uncovered ‘on the spot’ with 

the x-ray vision superpowers we’ve gained as a result 

of some twenty five plus years of eye-on-the-ball 

observation and notation. 

 

This survey is custom made 

exclusively for the Early Birder 

Executives.  Custom made, just 

like your business suits.   

 

The following bonuses are for those who get to this 

survey within the time detailed…that is, within the 

first month, weeks, days etc. 

 

Early Birder Executive Level 4/5 
FIRST MONTH 

 

You're super-busy right? And your life would be much 

easier if you had a one page Executive Summary right? 

Well, in honor of Blaise Pascal's (1656-1657) renowned 

quote from his ‘Lettres Provinciales no. 16’:  

“Custom made is 
what I expect ! 
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"I have made this letter longer than usual, because I lack the 

time to make it short" 
…you get “the short version” today.  

 

How much better do you think 

life will be when you get… 

“The Infamous Satellite-View 

'ONE PAGE ONLY' Business 

DNA Super Profit Secret 

Shortcuts Executive Brief”  
…in the nick of 

time? (blueprint 

with accompanying 

selected extracts 

from special 

executive webinar 

recordings (live 

seminars online that 

is).   

 

Well, as a one-time-offer only, YOU GET THIS FOR FREE 

as part of the Early Birder Executive bonuses. For the 

cunning-linguists among us, here’s the French version 

of Pascal’s renowned line: “Je n'ai fait celle-ci plus 

longue parceque je n'ai pas eu le loisir de la faire 

plus courte.” [BNDA-SEB] 

 

 

Early Birder Executive Level 3/5 
FIRST FORTNIGHT 

(2 WEEKS) 

 

Instant Access To ‘The Chief’s Toolshed In The Cloud’  

Which is chock-full with special high speed tools and 

toolboxes specifically for CEOs, CFOs and their 

supporting CxOs…whether they be the Chief Information 

Officer [CIO], Chief Technology Officer [CTO], Chief 

Operating Officer [COO], Chief Marketing Officer 

[CMO], Chief Compliance Officer [CCO], Chief Human 

Resources Manager [CHRM], Chief Security Officer 

[CSO], Chief Green Officer [CGO], Chief Analytics 

Officer [CAO], Chief Medical Officer [CMO], Chief Data 

Officer [CDO], etc.  VALUE: PRICELESS to those in the 

know. [CTS-ITC].  
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Early Birder Executive Level 2/5 
FIRST WEEK 

The Empire Success Letters 
 

Selected Extracts From The Legendary 

 Executive Archaeology Club 

R&D Field Trips 

[EAC] 

 

Three randomly selected empires  

from the last 5000 years. 

 

Nothing much more really needs to be said here,  

for the name says it all.  The letters are sent by 

First Class Priority Mail with Tracking - No 

electronic distribution. [ESL-3X] (time sequenced) 
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Early Birder Executive Level 1/5 
FIRST COUPLE DAYS 

 

And finally, the pièce de résistance… 

 

…the most important…most remarkable feature… 

 

…the magnum opus, tour de force, showpiece, 

prize, gem, jewel in the crown, forte as they 

say… 

 

…the top, foremost, leading, pre-eminent, 

premier, prime, chief, principal, supreme 

feature… 

 

…the optimum, optimal, ultimate… 

 

…unrivalled, second to none, without equal, 

nonpareil, unsurpassable, peerless, 

matchless, unparalleled, unbeatable, 

unexcelled, incomparable feature… 

 

…the Mastermind PLUS Program [MM+].   

 

Details over the page…> 
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INTRODUCING 

- The Mastermind Plus Program – 
[MM+] 

 

PRICE: FREE BUT ONLY IF YOU’RE FAST ENOUGH TO GET IN. 

VALUE: PRICELESS AS YOU WILL NO DOUBT COME TO  

KNOW & REPORT. 

 

 

There are three levels of the MM+ program available to 

you.  The first, which is available to all who are 

fast enough to make it in, in the first place, is the 

MM+ Home Discovery Kit [HDK].  The second and third 

are live events.  Details following. 

 

HEADS UP: You will no doubt come to find that the 

Mastermind Plus program [MM+] offers an unmatched 

collection of real life executive level high speed 

business case studies and examples…as well as speed 

tactics, tools, templates, triggers and tricks.  This 

program of course includes resources, up-skilling, 

networking, Mastermind work and support. 

 

And now… 

“ The Main Event  

 

 

 

The MAIN EVENT is actually two events. 
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“TGR”              “TSR” 
 

 

Mastermind PLUS members get  

Very Special, Private-Closed-Door Mastermind Meetings  

which are run in accordance with  

NH’s famous “Think & Grow Rich” Mastermind Group 

Guidelines. 

 

BUT WITH A VERY BIG DIFFERENCE. 

 

A DIFFERENCE SO IMPORTANT THAT IF YOU MISS THE 

SIGNIFICANCE OF IT IN TODAY’S  

BABY-BOOMER RETIREMENT-TSUNAMI ECONOMY THEN  

YOU WILL SURELY GET CRUSHED BY IT,  

LIKELY TO NEVER RECOVER. 

 

THOSE WATCHING THE FUTURE LIKE HAWKS KNOW THAT THIS 

ONE SINGLE TSUNAMI-SIZED EVENT WILL SURELY GO DOWN IN 

HISTORY AS THE BIGGEST MOVEMENT OF MONEY EVER! 

 

The difference between the two major events is 

revealed in the acronyms. 

 

“TGR”              “TSR” 
 

The first meeting, “TGR”, starts with the classic, 

well-proven NH “Think & Grow Rich” Mastermind Group 

concepts.  And as you have probably heard a myriad of 

times in the great halls of success, many-many of the 

world’s superstars, since the publishing of this book 

in the Great Depression, have attributed it to their 

sky-rocketing success. 

 

This upfront meeting will have two focuses…the first 

is revisiting the classic TRG success strategies to 

make sure that your businesses still have the success 

foundations firmly in place.  The second is a 

discussion on how today’s leading Enterprising 
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Executives use it as a staffing checklist…to ensure 

that their underlings are also following proven 

success strategies.  The Mustor High Speed Instruction 

system MIS 10200 is used as the benchmark here…as you 

would expect…for speed is KING, right?  Extracts from 

the Super Recruitment & Retention bundle as well – 

www.Galactic-SurferNate.com/Super-Recruitment 

 

In particular, the MM+ program is the original 1938 

Napoleon Hill Mastermind concept put into practical 

application in today’s l-o-o-m-i-n-g baby boomer 

retirement tsunami, and upcoming environmental 

regulation avalanche. 

 

The second meeting, “TSR”, takes these concepts and 

uses them as a springboard that ensures that you and 

your businesses STAY rich long, as opposed to GETTING 

rich in the first place.  That is, in summary… 

 

TGR → TSR 

 

Think and GROW Rich → Think and STAY Rich. 

 

For, you have worked hard to climb up from your 

initial humble ‘mud hut’ to your current ‘fortified 

castle’, and it would be absolutely horrible to slip 

back to the hut for your golden years right? Much 

better to use your castle as the launch pad for your 

coming ‘to be reckoned with’ kingdom, right?  Being a 

hunter…not being hunted…is a much better position to 

be in right? 

 

These MASTERMIND PLUS WORKSHOP MEETINGS are spaced out 

over the program.  And come in two very different 

formats: Live In-Person and Live Online [LOL, LIP].   

They are led and facilitated by the super-serious High 

Speed Business [>>] Club’s Founder and Executive: The 

Rogue “Executive Team Super Profiteering” Engineer, 

Galactic Surfer Nate #!*?  Me that is. 

 

In case you have somehow missed who I am…I’m the one 

who is… 

…solely fixated on pushing the boundaries of  

what’s really possible in the Executive-Suites of 

the world…with recently revealed Super Profit 

Secret Shortcuts [SPSS] and high speed turbo 

boosters proven to keep Fortune 500 Executive 
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types and The 9 Biz Supermen Types On Top Forever 

^> 

 

In particular, focused on finding and mining 

speed tactics, tools, templates, triggers and 

tricks that help executives realize ‘industry 

proven success strategies’ fast…faster and 

faster…as fast as their ruthless, relentless 

rivals…and eventually, faster than. 

 

(P.S. I am the one who is also happy letting the 

masses of cookie-cut run-of-the-mill slow-to-

success "middle management" professionals spout 

advice on what is required to toe-the-line with 

their mainly-mindless management strategies…slow-

to-success strategies…strategies that often only 

lead one to a life of blood, sweat and tears. The 

choice is simple: either take the long-hard-slow 

way or take the secret shortcuts, get there first 

and exploit the opportunity now up your sleeve.) 

 

 

To reframe, from a more ‘FORTUNE 500 corporate’ 

perspective, so you know just what you are really 

getting, as an International Executive Keynoter with 

high-level experience in the U.S., France, Germany, 

Jordan, Egypt and Australia (to name but a few) you 

will quickly discover that I’m BOTH quite well-versed 

in traditional “Corporate Governance”, “Institutional 

Risk”, “Regulatory Compliance” AND relentlessly 

focused on… 

  

…‘What REALLY Works – Not what sounds good.  Not 

what is fashionable today.   BEWARE the shiny new 

object with flimsy support and no backup/support 

setups/systems/tools!  Buyer beware and all.   

 

Speaking of being pre-programmed to be attracted 

to the latest, shiny-new-object, you will come to 

see that I am anything but influenced.   

Especially when Executive Archaeology Club [EAC] 

case studies from the last 5000 years are pulled 

out on the spot…at the most opportune time.  And 

especially again, when I go through the 

PREDICTION 7000 case studies…that is, ‘realities’ 

to expect in the year 7000.  Combining these two 

concepts we get: From 5000 BCE to 2000 CE = 7000, 
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and 2000 CE + 5000 years = 7000 CE.  Remember 

what the wise ones and the renowned ones share 

with us, Winston Churchill in particular, “The 

farther backward you can look, the farther 

forward you can see”.  And so five thousand years 

BOTH WAYS is pretty good, right?  

 

And also, that I am the guy to take your 

businesses and career to its next level…the level 

you know it should be at…to the level your Key 

Investors want it to be at…need it to be at.  And 

that’s not a need that should go unfulfilled, 

right?   

 

And, of course, there is the magnificent benefit of 

drawing on the habits, behaviors, mindsets and 

experiences of 9 other elite high-level ‘mastermind 

plus’ executives (private and government), fast-moving 

entrepreneurs, leading lobbyists and heads of truly 

ambitious families. 

+ +

+

You The Mastermind Group 

that got you to the top

The Mastermind Group PLUS [MM+]

that will help you stay On Top Forever^>

Galactic 
Surfer Nate

#!*?

9 Other 
High Speed
Enterprising
Executives

50 Strong Mastermind Group
Inspired by the some $300 

billion Andrew Carnegie  

 

Just so we’re clear.  The MM+ meetings are full-on-

working-meetings, not flash-&-flimsy corporate 

presentations with no substance. You know, the all-

show no-go presentations out there in the industry.  

All-form no-function.  NO NO NO #!*?  No time for 

fluff here…no time for hot air…no tolerance either. 

This ain’t no ‘junket’ if you catch my drift.  No golf 

days disguised as an industry conference.  How 

moronic.  What a waste of time. Who do they think 

they’re kidding? What’s with the misdirection…the 
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sleight-of-hand? Where’s the integrity in that?  

Where’s the trust?  Quite untrustworthy, right?  When 

you want to play golf, then ‘BLOODY-WELL’ go and play 

golf.  Now, don’t get us wrong, we have golf 

days…special ones.  A number of them actually - 

Executive Golf Days, GOLF DNA days, Boardroom Golf 

Days and others, BUT THESE ARE ‘HIGHLY COROGRAPHED’ 

EXECUTIVE DISCOVERY & DEEP DIVE ANALYSIS DAYS.  With 

these…with ours, what you think you’ll be getting, is 

what you actually get…and often, you get ‘much more’ 

than your bargained 

for…particularly as your 

winnings are re-

investable.  For we 

would have it no other 

way. 

 

Another reason our 

Mastermind PLUS sessions 

are different, is that 

they are: 

• 60% ‘HOT SEAT’ driven 
• 40% DIRECT ‘CURT’ INSTRUCTION.  Instructional…what 

to do…and when…and why.  Specifically on how to make 

the most of your newly acquired, special high speed 

business tactics, tools, templates, triggers and 

tricks… 

 

…all equalling 100% pure 

power-gaining money-making 

information…direct to 

you…direct from the source 

and your on-par peers.  

“You can go hotter Nate.  
And it is important that 
you do.  Push me !  The 
others are counting on it. 

You

And
Founder
Nate too

Other 
peers executives
questioning 
your business strategies, 
tactics, tools and tricks
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 Make no mistake about it, 
you WILL be put under-fire until you 
satisfy the rest of the group with 
sound prudent plans!

And this is something you will be
very glad you did. 

(grateful & thankful 
after the experience)

Reality flames
(hot, ruthless 
and relentless, 
just your like 
rivals)

You, in the HOTSEAT!!

 

 

ALSO: No Chinese-Whisper Chains to 

distort and dilute the message.  Just 

‘hardcore’ from the ‘coresource’.  

Just cut-to-the-bone content from the 

business butcher who won’t tolerate 

‘excessive fat’ left on your T-bone 

steak.  NO FLUFF.  NO MESS. No costly 

clean-up after poorly explained 

strategies…best to leave the scraps 

off the Master’s table for the 

dogs…for your competitors hey? 

 

Firstly… 

 

[LOL] Live In-Online Meeting Logistics: 

 

These are two, FULL HOUR PLUS upfront 

teleconferences on how to make the most of your 

Think & Grow Rich AND Think & STAY Rich 

Mastermind PLUS meetings. Logistics: Tuesday 

morning at 11am.  Host Time Zone is randomly 

selected each time…a month before.  Randomly 

chosen between the following follow-the-sun time 

zones:  Beijing > Delhi >  Cairo > Paris >  

New York > San Francisco.  Bit more effort 

required by those living outside the time zone 

chosen by fate…but still very doable…especially 

as the incentives for doing so are so great…  

…especially when you pick up and get to use 

the super profit secret shortcuts…and your 

 How can I 
best leverage 

50+9+1 
super-savvy brains ?

So I can get more Of 
what I want...faster   
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ruthless, relentless rivals don’t.  Typically 

run early in the year…which aligns nicely 

with the implementation of one’s New Year’s 

Resolutions, right?  Dates change each year 

depending on current Speed Club and Founder 

Nate commitments and Executive Keynotes 

[EKN]. 

 

Secondly, the much higher-valued…three times more 

valuable, as is commonly reported and as you will 

surely come to know… 

 

[LIP] Live In-Person Meeting Logistics:  

 

Around the middle of the year, once 

you have a firm foundation from 

which to launch your super 

profiteering ideas from, we meet 

live and in-person.  A good four 

months’ notice given. 

 

Specifically, we’ll spend TWO FULL DAYS…and I 

mean FULL…at a breathtaking location.  Usually in 

the northern hemisphere.  This means it’s closer 

to most of you…but on the other side of the world 

for me, as I’m down-under in the remote palm tree 

beach town half way down the long Australian 

coastline. The Host Location [HL] rotates each 

year in the direction of the rising sun.  First 

Asia, then Europe and finally America.  Typically 

somewhere rural, just outside a major transport 

hub (airport).  So we can all zip in, get on with 

it, and zip out.  No messy travel plans…no fuss. 

 

Usually timed, so I can head off after 

to an old-school jazz/swing dancing 

festival/camp.  For example, I just 

timed an event so I could back it up 

with the infamous “Munich Lindy 

Exchange” in Germany.  Loved clowning 

around with the München swingers…dancers that is.  

They’re so much fun J.  So quick…so clever…great 

at improvising something cool when I ‘stuff-up’ a 

lead…which I do regularly #!*?  Sidenote: The NY 

Big Apple gals and guys…and the Parisian 

underground-jazz-club-dancers…are equally as fun 

and creative. 
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Meeting Logistics: And of course, ABSOLUTELY NO 

RECORDINGS DURING DESIGNATED BLACKOUT SESSIONS. 

[BOS].  “Off-the-grid…for GOOD BUSINESS” as my 

father Bob used to say, “IS NO ONE’S BUSINESS!” 
 

Imagine all of your superstar-peers plus Galactic 

Surfer Nate around a table sharing their ‘super 

profit secret shortcut’ tests and wins with you.  

This is likely the most beneficial thing you’ll 

ever receive…in your entire life.  If you’ve ever 

been part of a Mastermind session like this, 

you’ll know that what I am saying is true.  If 

you’re new to this format, as soon as you sink 

your teeth in, you’ll absolutely go crazy over 

it.  It’s exhausting but so very rewarding - and 

very profitable…super profitable…as you will no 

doubt find out…as you will also no doubt report 

to your inner circle of trusted friends and 

family. 

 

Here, I share many (not all obviously) of the 

speed tactics and tricks that the higher-level 

Empire Mastermind Group [EMG] Members get…but in 

a much-much more compressed way. The big 

difference being is that I work alongside them in 

a full year program, whereas the [MM+] members 

get me in a larger group for but a couple days 

in-person and live online for a couple calls. Big 

difference as you can imagine…especially when the 

personal attention and consequential consequences 

are all added up.  Another difference is that 

they are required…as is appropriate…to invest 

much more for the Classic program (which includes 

a family Dynasty Membership [DM] of 3 x GEM+ 

memberships for three family members for the 

price of 2) and much-much more for the Platinum 

program (which includes a family Dynasty 

Membership [DM] of 5 x GEM++ memberships for five 

family members for the price of 3). 

 

As you will see, the EMG program is ‘considerably 

more’ than the quick-start MM+ program and super 

profiteering super bundles! Horses for  

courses though. Right?  
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**OF SPECIAL NOTE** 

 

These small-group Live In-Person Mastermind PLUS 

meetings are very-very special…for many-many 

reasons.  They are nothing like the norm…nothing 

like the presentations you see cookie-cut run-of-

the-mill slow-to-success middle-management 

professionals run. NO NO NO #!*?  Nothing like 

them…not at all. 

 

For example, one of the differences is that we 

match reality…we match the multi-perspective 

MULTI-OPINION reality of modern corporate life.  

In particular, we use our renowned  “Five Eyes” 

Live Performance Setup [5E-LP].  Which is five 

‘Interactive Projector/Whiteboard/Webcam 

Boardroom’ setup.  All running simultaneously… 

…five perspectives…five opinions…just like real 

life.  Following is a sketch to help you get your 

mind around what you will be exposed to…what you 

will be experiencing. Utilizing. 

 

This Five Eyes design also perfectly aligns with 

our renowned Opinion Hopscotch model [#OHS] which 

follows.  Funny name? Yes.  Super serious?  Yes.  

For the super serious only?  

Absolutely yes #!*? 

 

“Five eyes” 
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“Five eyes” 
LIVE IN-PERSON SETUP 

[5E-LIP] 
 

Whiteboard 1

1

As Is Says

[AIS]

3

Overriding 

Opinion

Today

[OOT]
4

Higher 

Overriding

Opinion

Today

[HOOT]

2a

My 

Opinion 

Today

[MOT]

2b

Their 

Opinion 

Today

[TOT]
Laptop

Projector

Webcam 

1
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<start here>

1
As Is Says

[AIS]

3
Overriding 

Opinion
Today
[OOT]

4
Higher 

Overriding
Opinion
Today

[HOOT]

Opinion
Hopscotch

[#OHS]

2a
My 

Opinion 
Today
[MOT]

2b
Their 

Opinion 
Today
[TOT]

 

 

 

 

Which, as you can see lines up nicely with the  

 

 

 

 

“Five eyes” 
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BE WARNED THOUGH:  With this multi-perspective 

view point…or points I should say…these 

Mastermind PLUS meetings are very fast 

presentations. Not like you have ever likely 

experience before…and so, 

you had better make sure you 

have your thinking caps 

on…and are not hindered by 

international jet-lag.  

Remember now, private 

corporate jets don’t mean 

you get to avoid jet-lag.  

This is something that only 

time and careful planning 

can control.  You don’t want 

to nod off just when a super 

profit secret shortcut is 

being revealed now do you? 

 

ENTRY/APPLICATION/ SCHEDULING LOGISTICS: Now, as 

you can imagine, competition for getting into the 

Live In-Person MM+ meeting is extremely high…and 

rising each and every year…as so, to ensure the 

productivity is maximized, the entry 

qualifications bar has risen to match.  Today, to 

prove that you are indeed serious, you must: 

1. As a minimum: 
o have completed the following executive 

level surveys: 

▪ Key Industry Sectors [KIS] 

▪ Key Executive Issues [KEI] 

▪ Key Executive Documents [KED] 

o provided a simple note that you have 
completed the Alpha Team Application form 

[ATA] (which, by the way, is to be kept by 

yourself, for your benefit only…thus 

ensuring complete privacy) 

AND 

2. As an added assurance of your seriousness, at 
least four months before the meetup: 

o You’ve submitted a couple full pages of 
real life executive level case studies… 

…something that is pressing/pressuring you 

at the time and  

o You’ve submitted a couple lines/paragraphs 
explaining: 

Speaking of Private Jets 
 

You could of course choose to use your HOT SEAT 

moment to analyse your private jet contracts, share-
jet contracts…even Netjet contracts.  Choice is yours. 

 
www.netjet.com 
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▪ why you believe the Mastermind PLUS 

group would be good for you and your 

family, and what you think you will 

get out of it & 

▪ why you believe that you would be good 

for the other executives in the 

Mastermind PLUS group…and their 

families. 

 

The helpful member’s concierge robot here at 

Speed Club, ODDJOB, has been set up to handle 

all these phases automatically.  When you step 

through them, he will automatically send you an 

invitation, specific dates and host location 

details (continent, city, hotel).  

 

Founder Nate is not involved here…ODDJOB has 

complete control.  He’s efficient…he works non-

stop 24/7/365…which means he’s your most 

effective option.  One of our more successful 

executive level members reported that he ‘really 

loves his efficiency’.  Makes it so much easier for 
everyone.  From there, it is envisaged that 

applications will be reviewed three months before 

the [LIP] meetings, with invitations and host 

location details (city) sent out two months 

beforehand. 

 

THE VALUE for the Mastermind PLUS program, in our 

current currency pumping era: Priceless for the right 

executive…the one who is ‘truly’ hungry for 

success/speed.   And obviously the flip-side being, 

completely worthless to ‘The Content’.  Those who are 

foolishly not concerned about their ruthless, 

relentless rivals…the hungry wolves @ the door…the 

barbarous barbarians @ the gate. 

 

With Silver Service delivery of the  

Home Discovery Kit [HDK] of course 

- see over >

“Success 
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“Served to you
on a silver platter.
How good is that ?  

“Success 

 

“ Silver Service Right To Your Home” 
To be devoured with your silver spoon that is. 

 

INTRODUCING THE HOME DISCOVERY KIT [HDK] 

YOU GET WITH YOUR MASTERMIND PLUS PROGRAM [MM+] 

 

 

• A special Mastermind PLUS Member ONLY ‘RED OCEAN 

BLUE OCEAN Deep Dive R&D Think Tank Invitation’.  A 

special live online workshop where we strategize 

together on how to best avoid savage “blood red 

ocean” shark attacks…attacks from ruthless, 

relentless rivals…from hungry wolves @ the door…from 

barbarous barbarians @ the gate.  Details on the 

‘Red Ocean Blue Ocean’ success strategies were 

revealed earlier on in this letter.  What makes this 

webinar super special is that you are open to invite 

your A-Team of Executive Superstars to EITHER join 

you or join in on your behalf.  Book included, 

posted by trusty old-school mail. SCHEDULING: 

Usually within three months of the [TSR] Live Online 

seminar.  Greenwich Mean Time 8pm on a week 

night…which is to be confirmed. [ROBO-TTI] 

 

•  Special Invitations for you and your family to 

join the exclusive Executive Golf Day – St Andrew’s 

Rules of course with a magnificent Super Family 

Voucher [EGD, SFV50p] of 50% off for your inaugural 

year.  Which will be held just after the Super 

Profit Super Conference in my coastal beach town 

half way down the long Australian coastline [SPSC]. 

Which is run in conjunction with the Turtle Rescue 

Camp which is specifically designed for your 

children.  To ensure that they are BOTH well versed 
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in the UN Sustainable 

Development Goals 

[SDG] and are well 

stocked with photos 

and video footage that 

validate their 

seriousness [TRC].  

Thus separating them 

from the crowd.  You 

know, those who talk-

the-talk, but don’t 

walk-the-walk.  All 

this will be of 

immense value when 

they’re first applying 

for jobs, then being 

noticed as serious and 

as such fast-tracking 

their ascension to the 

top.  Hand-picked for 

promotions because 

they have ‘EVIDENCE’ 

of their lifelong seriousness…with supporting 

photos/videos.  It will also be great historical 

fodder for their introductions at future public 

appearances, keynote speeches.  Super valuable for 

proving their long term commitment to Sustainable 

Development…especially when tied into easily 

searchable social media accounts.  Super valuable 

when separating themselves from the crowd for 

government grants and R&D subsidies, right? 

 

• An exclusive Secret Resources Vault especially for 

the shakers and movers…the Mastermind PLUS members 

that is [SRV-MM+].  It is full of both timely and 

timeless high speed tactics, tools, templates, 

triggers and tricks, especially geared for 

Masterminders.  It will surely be your first port-

of-call when you need to fend off hungry wolves @ 

the door and barbarous barbarians @ the gate.  It 

will become your dragon slaying toolkit of 

choice…for sure.  DETAILS: This Vault is accessible 

online 24x7 for your inaugural year.  Accessible 

from your phone, laptop or office desktop.  VAULT 

SECURITY PROTOCOLS [VSP]: The vault comes with extra 

random security checks based upon specific details 

that only you would know.  OF NOTE AGAIN: You will 

 
‘Speed Caps’ helping out at the Turtle Recuse Foundation’s annual 

camp.  Designed to get you children  
up to speed with your Green Planet Goals [#GPG] and the 

UN Sustainable Development Goals [#SDG] 
 

Another 4 of our Nine Billion Brains [#NBB] 
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likely be withdrawing from it regularly.  And the 

results will mean you will be depositing super 

profits into your family’s bank account when and as 

you want. 

 

• Special Invitations for you and your family to join 

 Executive Archaeology  Club R&D Field Trips 

during the year with a 

magnificent Super Family Voucher 

[EAC, SFV50p] of 50% off for 

your inaugural year. This is a 

great way to ensure that your 

family is destined to be a 

dynasty. SPECIAL NOTE – THE 

SERENDIPITOUS BENEFITS OF THIS 

FORMAT: A super easy and dis-

associated way for fathers to 

pass valuable business speed 

lessons on to their sons…and 

grandsons. And daughters too of 

course. The great thing with 

this is that the superstars over 

the last 5000 years will be the 

ones providing the hard hitting 

lessons instead of you…leaving 

you and your boys to enjoy each 

other’s company over a sunset 

beer…whilst you discuss the 

insights discovered and 

specifically how they could be 

used in BOTH today’s uneasy 

economy, and the ‘looming’ 

chaotic one on its way…the one 

with the added dual ‘baby boomer 

retirement-tsunami’ and 

‘environmental protection 

legislation avalanche’ laid on 

top.  You will be glad you 

bunkered down together in your 

castle-on-high and used my 

special speed tactics, tools and 

tricks to prepare your family’s battle 

plans…for sure!  For the dawn of a new era 

is inevitable…and close…looming even…and 

fortune favors the prepared, right? And 

although history does not repeat itself, it 

certainly does rhyme, right?  This, the 

BY THE WAY: Empires that can be 
instantly benchmarked during the 

live events by the Mastermind 
PLUS members include: 

(ALPHBETICAL) 
 

American Empire 
British Empire 

Byzantine Empire 
Caliphate Empire 

Any of the Egyptian Empires 
Grecian Empire 

Han Dynasty 
Holy Roman Empire 

Mongol Empire 
Ottoman Empire 
Persian Empire 
Roman Empire 
Russian Empire 

Umayyad Caliphate 
 

Here’s a great photo of a recent 
Executive Archaeology Expedition 

R&R Field Trip to Egypt to study the 
origins of the Scales of Justice, Maat 

& ancient Book of the Dead’. 
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smart ones know…and prepare for.  This, the brave 

ones take on early…confronting the dragons instead 

of waiting in fear. Knowing, “no fate, but that we 

make.” 

 

•  Special Invitations for you to join a couple 

business lunches with the Codex Connoisseur Club 

[CCC] with a magnificent Enterprising Executive 

Coupon [EEC] of 50% off for your inaugural year. 

[CCC-2X, EEC50p] 

 

•  Your ‘Five Arrows’ Guest Invitation: Where 
you get a magnificent FIVE-FOR-ONE deal for your 

most important colleagues as guests of yours at both 

the  Executive Archaeology Club 

R&D Field Trips and the Codex 

Connoisseur Club business lunches 

for your inaugural year [EAC, CCC, 

5FOR1].  That’s a saving of 80% 

right? 

 

• Super Special Personal Marketing 

Opportunities for MM+ Members for your inaugural 

year: Access to ALL celebrities at ALL In-Person 

[LIP] events after the presentations for special 

photo, video and interview opportunities.  

Association with other HEAVY-HITTERS might just be 

the thing that gives you the edge over your 

competitors this decade. Value: Obviously Priceless. 

[PMO-1Y] 

 

•  “THE EMPEROR’S Black’s Pack” 

Details over a couple pages…> 

BLACK S
PACK

 Your 
Emperor s 
Black s Law Dictionary
Super-Bundle. 

 
 

• Some time ago I put together a Special Executive 

Report [SER] that will surely endure the test of 
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time…that will be a prime father-to-son mentoring 

tool…called… 

The Infamous Notorious  

One-Sentence Law Course 
 

The Super Time Saving 

Super Profiteering Speed Tool 

For Enterprising Executives and Their Executive 

teams…Especially The Ones Who Have Ruthless, 

Relentless Rivals Knocking Down The Door. 

 

I think I will throw that in as well…because it will 

be a great inquiry igniter for the mastermind plus 

meetings.  VALUE: Priceless - especially when you 

discover the huge profit boost that comes from 

avoiding the high cost associated with corporate 

non-compliance.  In particular: 

 

o DOWNSTREAM: Non-compliance of your employees… 
…non-compliance of your suppliers and 

contractors…non-compliance of your external 

professionals/consultants… 

 

o UPSTREAM: Non-compliance of your clients and 
customers…non-compliance of your regulators… 

 

And the best one of all, not only will it boost your 

profits by slashing ‘upstream and downstream 

noncompliance management’ costs, but you will also 

be able to exploit it against your SIDE-STREAMS…your 

ruthless, relentless rivals that is.  In that your 

team will be able to quickly identify which of “your 

rival’s corporate non-compliances” can easily be 

leveraged to YOUR advantage.  With this, you will be 

able to swiftly put them into their right 

place…second in line that is.  You will really be 

rubbing-your-hands-with-glee when you begin to 

discover how my high speed tactics and tricks will 

help you both quickly take the lead and keep it 

forever ^>      [1SLC] 
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• If you are lucky enough to get into this fierce 

group, you will also get to fire up the infamous 

“Competition Cannibalization Cookbook”. [CC-CB]  

 

This cookbook was inspired by my father Bob.  He 

used to regularly talk to me…mentor me…on the 

‘realities’ of cannibalism in our country.  Not 

something most westerners would understand.  He 

should know for he used to employ a few hundred of 

them who were but a few generations on.  Some of 

them, the ones from Mount Hagen, only saw “white 

man” for the first time as late as the 1930s.  Hard 

tendencies to break as you might imagine.  

“Traditions” baked in from an early age, as you have 

probably come to know, can be quite difficult to 

change.   
 

 
My folk’s wedding ceremony 

with the local natives (employees)  
at our rubber plantation in the highland jungles of Papua New Guinea. 

 
My father used to tell me his strategies for 

discovering and recruiting talent from the outreach 

highland jungle villages.  Interestingly, as I worked 

my way through the 

corporate world years 

later, I couldn’t help 

seeing similarities to 

what he told me he did 

deep in the jungle 

 What ya cooking 
my dear   

 Just one of my 
competitors. 
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some 50 years earlier, with a 

supposedly primitive race – 

SUPPOSEDLY #!*? 

 

To ensure the western world is 

prime focus of this cookbook, 

each recipe starts with the 

revered J.P Morgan’s answer 

when asked ‘whether he disliked 

competition’ at the 1912 Pujo 

Congressional Committee:  

 

“I Like a Little Competition . 
 

• Mastermind PLUS members will 

also get ‘Special SOMETHINGS’ 

throughout the program that I 

think you will be highly appreciative of.  Value: 

PRICELESS…as you will discover. [SS] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

More on THE EMPEROR’S Black’s Pack 

over the page >>>  

J.P. Morgan  

"I Like a Little 

Competition” 

 
 

Artwork by Art Young.  

First published in The Masses, 

February 1913. 
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The Emperor’s 
Black’s Pack 

 

This rare and powerful pack focuses on  

the Super Profiteering Secret Shortcuts  

hidden in plain sight within 

 one of the business world’s most influential  

legal dictionaries – BLACK’S. 

 

Part 1/3: Firstly, your Enterprising Executives get guidance from 

one of the most sought-after opinions in the high-end business world.  

Guidance on one of the business world’s most important legal 

dictionaries: Black’s Law Dictionary.  In particular, they get to hear 

from one of its foremost Editors: Bryan Garner. In particular again, 

they will get a copy of his renowned book “HBR Guide to Better Business 

Writing”.  Incidentally, Harvard Business Review was so impressed, 

they formally endorsed it as an official HBR Guide. 

 

As a result of this revered work, your Enterprising Executives will 

quickly come to see the true business thinking and writing skills they 

must cultivate to succeed at higher and higher levels.  And that without 

a firm command of them, they’ll come to lose valuable time, money, and 

more importantly, influence.  AND we only get one chance at this life 

right? 

 

In particular, they will pick up the industry proven success strategies 

needed to express their business, government and defense opinions 

clearly and persuasively…so clients, colleagues, stakeholders, and 

partners will get behind them. These tools will help them to quickly: 

• push past executive-level writer’s block 

• earn credibility with tough audiences 

• trim the sluggish fat from their Executive-Suite thinking and 

writing 

• reveal important, ‘executive level’ interest-grabbing, grammar and 

punctuation elements. 
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OF NOTE: The inclusion of this book in this program is for 
benchmarking purposes – a very important benchmark considering its 
use in the upper echelons of society…especially so, considering the stakes 
of the game of business and governance…the most exciting game in the 
world #!*? 
 

Part 2/3: Next, an amazing DOUBLE COMBO BUNDLE:  

1) a set of SPECIAL EXECUTIVE REPORTS [SER] that focus on the 

BLACK’S Law Dictionary AND  

2) selected recording extracts from a matching Live Online Deep Dive 

Seminar [LOL].   

 

This is where I deliver my most advanced, in-depth and current 

thinking on how to best use the info in this valuable reference book to 

crank up the speed at which your executive teams rip through your Highly-

Confusing, Super-Complex, FOOT-THICK, FINE-PRINTED, Legalese-Laden business, 

government and defense dealings (and 

documents).   Here,  your Enterprising 

Executives will discover that wielding our 

special, one-of-a-kind, Super Profiteering 

Scalpels [SPS] will be much more potent 

than a Samurai swinging his broad-sword.  

No wasted thought or movement. 

 

Surprising to most high-flying Legal Eagles 

I’ve met over the decades, this Black’s bundle 

explores “all” the editions spanning some 100 

years, not just the current one.  Including 

editions 1 through 9.  In particular, the changes: what was in to begin 

with…what was not…and what was taken out over time…and what was 

added…refined.  All very interesting to the super-serious super 

profiteering executive…the nine business supermen types…the 

Mastermind PLUS members.  It is important to know up front, that it is 
very unlikely indeed that they will be able to find or extrapolate the 
secret speed insights that I reveal in this special Live Online [LOL] 

seminar from either (1) the Black’s Law Dictionary OR (2) the Harvard 

Business Review Guide alone.  Especially if they rely on subliminal 

thoughts…subconscious thoughts…subconscious decisions.  Especially if 

“Life is like swordplay. 
Grip it, hold it tightly, 
then make your move.  

 Louis Edward Rosas
The Soldier and the Samurai.
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they’re but run-of-the-mill cookie-cut slow-to-success professionals…who 

only have the same tools at their disposal that everyone else 

has…including their/your ruthless, relentless rivals…no advantage 

there, right? 

 

Here, they’ll discover that with our secret speed insights, they will be 

quickly revealing Super Profiteering Opportunities within business, 

government and defense dealings (& documents) faster than they ever 

thought possible [SPO].  Opportunities that are out of sight for 

most…and thus out of mind…unavailable.  Blind spots for most, just 

like the blind spots over their shoulder when changing lanes on a NO 

SPEED LIMIT European autobahn.  Insights that definitely dissolve the 

shallow rhetoric that is relentlessly thrust-into-their-face by low-level 

cookie-cut slow-to-success hourly-rate external professionals…or should I 

say ‘hourly rate’ Professional Vultures who have absolutely no incentive 

to get the job done fast…for, the more hours they work, the more they can 

bill, the more money they make.  Where’s the incentive there? Honestly 

#!*?  Not to say that all professionals are vultures…but it is super 

important for your executives to know how to quickly distinguish 

between legal eagles and legal vultures, right?  So they can deploy them 

appropriately. 

 

To put it simply, these are “Trade Secrets” that only 

the wizards get to deploy…The Boardroom Merlin 

types.  Trade secrets that they will get to wield…on 

your behalf.  With them, they’ll surely feel like King 

Arthur wielding his Executive Excalibur…slaying 

profit stealing dragons…with time to spare to dine 

with the Knights of the Round Table #!*?   

 

Part 3/3:  Last, but certainly not least, as it is 

the important part that ties all the other parts together.  The “Linchpin” if 

you will.  Finally, your executives get a very special Board Room 

Strategy Guide which combines the previous three parts with one of the 

powerful speed tools they get as part of their executive level membership at 

the High Speed Business Club.  In particular, with one of the tools from 

“The Triple Mandatory Executive’s Book & Matching ‘Cut To The Chase’ 

Report Bundle.  This specific tool focuses on the importance of  

Executive Excalibur  

for DRAGON SLAYERs 
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“Make the Rules or Your Rivals Will”. 

Of note: I just gave you an enormous speed-wealth insight there.  And 

interestingly, this clue will be completely missed by cookie-cut slow-to-

success professionals, including the ones working for your competitors, 

but will ‘sound the sirens’…initiating immediate action…by the super 

profiteering savvy…especially the ones that ‘truly’ understand that… 

 

 ‘Control Leads To Wealth  
Which Leads To Security’ 

 

Your executives will do well to remember this powerful little formula for 

it will definitely liberate them from the slow-to-success ‘ball and chain’ 

strategies handed down to them by ill-informed college professors all 

those decades ago. 

“C ð W  ð s”

 

This very unique combo creates one almighty power-packed punch that 

will knock your competitors to the mat so hard that they will not want to 

get up again. 

 

“What’s the specific dollar value of this 

special combo?” some unindoctrinated 

people ask.  “What’s the value of a 

paradigm shift?” I ask in response. And 

as I can’t help myself, I also ask “What 

would be the net effect of Captain Kirk changing 

the trajectory of the Starship Enterprise?  He 

would end up in a very different galaxy, right?”  

You have to be a Star Trek fan to really get that 

reference I think. 

 

To put the nitty-gritty street-corner value of 

what you’ll be picking up here into perspective, this type of high speed 

thinking has been referred to by one of our more successful GEM 

members as: “Corporate Cocaine”.  He reasoned, that: “It is so, as it’s so 

damn addictive.  Be careful you all,  for once you get a taste, once you 

Star Trek 

 
The Enterprise 

 I truly want to 
beat you so hard 
that you will 
never want to get 
up.  That is what 
I truly want   
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know just how good it is, you will never ever be able to not want it.  Once 

your executives get a taste of it, they’ll be hooked for life…it’s that 

addictive”.  “Comparing it to cocaine, is not what I immediately think 

of, but I can see what he’s saying…and agree”, another responded. 

 

This bundle, of course comes with real-life case study examples with 

BOTH High Speed Black & White Highlighting AND High Speed Color 

Highlighting [HSBW and HSC].  “Be Warned Though! The color 

highlighting is super addictive”, another chimed in with, “especially 

when you are working with multiple versions of the same document at 

the same time.  Yours, your counter-parts, the dispute resolver, be they 

Mediators, Arbitrators, or Judges, or appeal judges after that.  Five Eyes 

as Nate refers to them.  Yes yes that’s four in my list.  The first is that 

of the drafter…the original text…the text you always refer back to.  

Nate’s speed tricks just make the whole process faster…much faster when 

you add it all up…as you will only discover once you sink your teeth in 

and chew.  For example, we recently had a defense contract tender to 

review and price.  The paper work was 13 inches thick.  And with 150 

pages per inch, and 500 words a page, that’s some 1,000,000 words.  We 

had five experienced external professionals on it for two weeks.  But then, 

once picking up Nate’s speed tactics and tools, I am now quite suspect to 

what we really got.  We found many a hole in their analysis and review.  

They did the best they could I suppose.  But the question is…“was what 

they did, enough to better our rivals?”  Using our new Business DNA 

shortcuts, we quickly and naturally came to the conclusion: “Unlikely”.  

This process revealed our ‘latent’ risks.  Risks that existed, hidden, not 

obvious.  Risks that ‘needed’ to be taken into account…managed.  

Reduced that is.  To add to all this, it was a 10 yearlong defense 

contract, and so would require many-many-many readings over the 

years.  I can see how getting those initial professionals to mark up their 

opinions upfront would save a tremendous amount of time, heart ache 

and rework.  Mustor highlights and maps included.  And again, as I 

just said, you will only really discover this once you sink your teeth in 

and chew.  You must do the thinking work upfront…you must invest 

before you can reap the rewards.  Sow then reap.  Not the other way 

around, right?” 
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Mustor High Speed Business Mindset MASTERCLASS #1 
LARGE TEAM ORDER FORM 

To begin the process of securing your place, complete, photograph and 

email to address provided when you take up the 30 Day Free Taste Test 

program.  See the Special Executive Reports section at 

www.GalacticSurferNate.com 

1) WHAT? 
 

Number of participants (matches the number of Super 

Profiteering Words – one per participant): 

 The Top 10 Super Profiteering Words [SPW] – 10 off 

 The Top 14 Super Profiteering Words [SPW] – 14 off 

 The Top 19 Super Profiteering Words [SPW] – 19 off 

 The Top 39 Super Profiteering Words [SPW] – 39 off 

 The Top 63 Super Profiteering Words [SPW] – 63 off 

 Team Greater than 63.  Detail how many: _____________ 
 

Six Edition Choices: 

• The Ground Floor: Home Discovery Kit [HDK] Edition: 

 1) High Speed Black & White [HSBW] AUD $3997 

 2) High Speed Color [HSC] AUD $4997 

• Optional Upgrades: 

• The Mezzanine: Live Online Edition [LOL] 

 3) High Speed Black & White [HSBW] AUD $4997 

 4) High Speed Color [HSC] AUD $5997 

• The Penthouse: Live In-Person [LIP].  (includes the 

Mezzanine Live Online Edition) 

 5) High Speed Black & White [HSBW] AUD $5997 

 6) High Speed Color [HSC] AUD $6997 
 

2) WHEN & WEHRE?   Live In-Person Event Date Request: 

• Year: 2019, 2021, 2022, ________ 

• Month: Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec 

• Week of the Month:  Week 1, Week 2, Week 3, Week 4 

• Location of Live In-Person workshops (city): ____________ 
 

3) WHO? 
 

First Name: ________________ Last Name: _____________ 

Position: _______________ Organization: ______________ 

Address:  ______________________  State:  ________ Country: 

______ 

Phone: ________________  Email: _____________________ 
 

Credit Card number: ___________________________   

Expiry Date: ___________ CVC: _________ 

Name on the Credit Card: ______________________________ 


